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ibm security offers one of the most advanced and integrated portfolios of enterprise security products and services. the portfolio, supported by world-renowned ibm x-force research, enables organizations to effectively manage risk and defend against emerging threats. ibm operates one of the world's broadest security research, development and
delivery organizations, monitors 70 billion security events per day in more than 130 countries, and has been granted more than 10,000 security patents worldwide. for more information, please check www.ibm. ibm x-force iris is a network-based, cloud-based, and mobile security service that combines a comprehensive set of security capabilities
including analytics, forensics, detection, incident response, and threat hunting.x-force iris delivers cloud-based threat intelligence and security services to help organizations identify and respond to cyber threats. through a cloud-based threat intelligence service, x-force iris collects, analyzes, correlates, and contextualizes information to understand
emerging risks, track malicious activity, and protect against cyber threats. about the ibm x-force threat intelligence indexibm x-force threat intelligence index is the annual report on cybersecurity trends produced by the research team at ibm x-force. it leverages threat intel from ibm x-force iris, the ibm security intelligence and risk management
division, and the ibm security insights team to provide comprehensive insight into the global threat landscape. ibm x-force threat intelligence index helps organizations assess and manage their cybersecurity posture, respond to threats, and protect their business, data, and customers. the index includes unique insights based on more than 10,000
threat indicators, threat classifications, threat intelligence categories, and threat indicators collected from more than 120 countries each year. this annual report is published in partnership with securityweek.
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x-force iris is the most comprehensive solution for threat detection and response. it detects threats by correlating potential malicious activities, threat patterns, as well as malicious indicators against the internet, and can be used for any type of threat, from network attacks to malware, ransomware, phishing, social engineering, and advanced
persistent threats. x-force iris allows you to uncover, detect and analyze threats, and to prevent the escalation of threats. for companies with large volumes of data, a secure platform that provides a single point of defense is essential. the ibm x-force platform combines the security capabilities of the ibm tivoli security portfolio with ibm x-force

technologies to provide a scalable and secure solution. you can achieve greater visibility into your security controls to reduce the time it takes to detect security incidents. the ibm x-force platform protects your information, data and business. x-force red helps you to quickly and reliably identify and respond to threats. x-force red helps you to quickly
and reliably identify and respond to cyber threats by providing real-time threat intelligence. this includes threat intelligence, protection monitoring, and threat reporting. x-force red aggregates threat intelligence and correlates the malicious activities and malicious indicators against the internet to enable the correlation of malicious traffic to known
malicious actors. the x-force threat intelligence index report also recommends that organizations establish secure development processes and programs that include threat detection and mitigation. these processes and programs should include vulnerability assessment, penetration testing, code review, and security testing and should be built into

the software development lifecycle. 5ec8ef588b
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